The numerical range of T is equal to the closed convex hull of the spatial numerical range, that is, V(T, &) = co V(T) [2, Th. 3.9] and [1, Th. 6] . The spectrum, and hence the set of eigenvalues of T, is contained in the numerical range of T [2, Th. 2.6], A linear subspace Y of X is said to be orthogonal to a linear subspace Z of X if \\y\\ ^ \\y + z\\ for all y in Y and all z in Z [6] and [4, p. 93] .
There is no loss of generality in assuming that 0 is the eigenvalue in the boundary of the numerical range, as we assume henceforth, because we may achieve this by adding a scalar multiple of the identity to T. PROPOSITION Proof. Since 0 is in the boundary of V(T, 3?), a closed convex subset of the complex plane, we may assume that max {Reλ:λe V(T, B)} = 0, by multiplying T by a suitable complex number of modulus 1. Assuming this, we have ||expαΓ|| ^ 1 for all nonnegative real numbers a by [2, Th. 3.4] . If T is one-to-one, the kernel of T is null and the result follows because 0 is orthogonal to all vectors. We now assume that T is not one-to-one. Let y be an element of unit norm in X annihilated by Γ, and let [3] . Taking the right hand derivative of exp^T* at a = 0, and applying the equation expαΓ*/=/, we obtain Γ*/= 0. Therefore \\y + z\\ ^ \f(y + z)\ = f(y) = \\y\\ for all z in TX, and so the kernel of T is orthognonal to the range of T. That !Γ~1{O}0(JΓ-3Γ)"~ is closed in X, follows in a routine way from the result that T^jo} is orthogonal to TX, and hence to {TX)-. This completes the proof. 
Let T be a continuous linear operator on a complex Banach space X. If 0 is in the boundary of the numerical range of T, that is, Oeδco V(T), then the kernel of T is orthogonal

0eσ(T)f]dc6 V(T) .
If TX is closed in X, then 0 is an eigenvalue of T, X = T-'iO}
follows from the equality V(T*, &(X*)) = V(T, &), which is an immediate consequence of Theorem 9.4(i) and Corollary 9.6(ii) of [2]
On the space X* the operator T* satisfies the assumptions of Proposition 1 so that the intersection of (T*X*)~ and Γ*-1^} is {0} by Proposition 1. This gives a contradiction as we have previously shown that /, which is not zero, is in this intersection. Hence X = T~x{0} 0 TX. Since the spectrum of T is contained in the numerical range of T \2, Th. 2.6], 0 is in the boundary of the spectrum of T. Therefore TX is not equal to X by [7, Lemma 2.2] , and so the kernel of T is nonnull and 0 is an eigenvalue of T.
Regarded as an operator on the Banach space TX, T is invertible and so (XI -T) restricted to TX is invertibile for all λ in a neighborhood of 0 in the complex plane. On the space T-^O}, the operator T has spectrum {0}. Since X = Γ-1^} 0 TX, XI -T is invertibile on X for all λ in a neighbourhood of 0 but not at 0. This shows that 0 is an isolated point in the spectrum of T and completes the proof. with these properties exists; see [6] ). Let E be the projection from X onto Y annihilating Z. Then the norm of E is one, so that the eigenvalue 1 of E is in the boundary of the numerical range of E. This follows immediately from the equation X = (TX)-φ T-^O} which holds for T since X is reflexive.
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